MIDDLE SCHOOL WRITING
QUAKER VALLEY MIDDLE SCHOOL

The Task at
Hand...
In looking at the Common Core
Standards and the skills that
our students will need in order
to be successful in both high
school and their adult lives,
the Language Arts Department
identified a need to enhance
both the quality of writing that
middle schoolers produce
across the various modes
(narrative, persuasive, and
expository) and the amount of
writing that our students
create.

A TWO-PART SOLUTION
In order to satisfy these two
needs, the middle school has
adopted two separate but

The Collins Writing Program
Created by Dr. John J. Collins,
Ed.D., the Collins Writing Program
is a system that can be applied to
any discipline within the school.
The key to this system is that it
provides a consistent structure and
vocabulary for written assignments
that teachers across disciplines can
use with students.
The structure that the program
provides breaks assignments down
into five different types of writing.
Type One Writings are used to
capture ideas. These writings are
generally used for brainstorming
purposes and are timed. Questions
and guesses are permitted on Type
One Writings. These short, in-class
assignments are assessed with a
check or a minus.
Type Two Writings require

the past year.

students to respond correctly to a
specific question. They are graded
as quizzes, and only one draft is
required.

The first is the Collins Writing

Type Three Writings are those of

Program, a structured writing

which we think when considering
traditional writing assignments.
These writings contain substantive
content and meet up to three (3)
specific standards, or FCAs (Focus
Correction Areas), that are set by
the teacher when the assignment is
given.

complementary programs in

program that is practiced
school-wide in both core and
exploratory classes.
The second point of attack is
the newly-piloted Writing
Challenge, a series of in-class
writing tasks meant to mirror
high-stakes assessments.

The standards given may be
content-based, requiring a student
to identify characteristics of a topic
being studied, or more linguistic in

nature (for example, use and
annotate three different
appositives in your writing).
By setting these FCAs when an
assignment is given, the teacher
empowers the student by letting
him or her know exactly what is
required and vital to success on the
writing.
Prior to submitting a Type Three
Writing, the student must read his
or her own work aloud to himself or
herself. This simple practice is a
powerful one, allowing the student
to hear errors that would otherwise
be missed with a standard
proofreading.
Type Four Writings are nearly
identical to Type Threes; however,
Type Four Writings must be read
aloud and critiqued by another.
Moreover, a second draft is
required after peer revision in a
Type Four Writing.
Type Five Writings are our largest
assignments and should be errorfree prior to submission. Ideally,
these writings are of a publishable
quality.
*****
This year in Quaker Valley Middle
School, students have practiced the
Collins Writing Program in each of
their classes. Looking to next year
and beyond, our goal is to refine the
process for our needs to ensure
student success in the future.

A Breakdown of the Types of Writing
The Middle School Writing Challenge
In addition to the Collins Writing
Program, this year, the Language
Arts Department piloted the Middle
School Writing Challenge in seventh
and eighth grade.
Created by our own middle school
teachers, the Writing Challenge
provides a simulation of high-stakes
testing during the normal school day.
Using team-generated prompts that
are similar in nature to those used by
the Pennsylvania State Standard
Assessment (PSSA), the Writing
Challenge offers students the chance
to practice extemporaneous writing
at regular intervals throughout the
school year. Moreover, these
challenges are assessed with the
same rubric that is used on the PSSA
Writing Test.

students are given approximately
one hour to respond to the prompt
given. During this hour, students are
required to use a graphic organizer
to plan their writing prior to the
actual composition.

our seventh and eighth grade
Language Arts teachers
collaboratively score the
compositions. This allows us the
opportunity to identify areas of
relative strength and weakness.

respond correctly. Focuses
on recalling details that
have been taught.

On the final day of the Writing

Generally a longer piece
with substantive content.
Assessed through teacher-

Through the course of the year,
student performance on the Writing
Challenges has made a significant
move. Below, a breakdown of the
change from the first challenge to the
most recent one is provided.

Type 3.

created FCAs.

Type 4.
Like a Type 3 Writing;
however, students must
work with a partner for
revision.

Type 5.
Revised more than once and
of a publishable quality.

8TH GRADE RESULTS

NOVEMBER

MOST RECENT

ADVANCED

19%

40%

PROFICIENT

56%

BASIC
BELOW BASIC

Type 2.
R e q u i re s a s t u d e n t t o

7TH GRADE RESULTS
PROJECTED
RANKING

Used to capture ideas and
brainstorm.

On the second day of the process,

Challenge, students receive their
teacher-reviewed essays and rubrics.
In addition to receiving their own
papers, students are also given
exemplar essays. These are those
In this, the pilot year of the program, papers that earned an Advanced
Rating. On this day, the class
seventh and eighth grade students
reviews these exemplar essays,
completed a total of five separate
annotating writing that was rife with
Writing Challenges, with the final
detail, voice, and excellent
challenge taking place for eighth
transitions.
graders two weeks before the PSSA
Writing Test.
***
While providing students with the
opportunity to practice more
extemporaneous writing was one of
our primary goals, each Writing
Challenge is actually a three-day
process.

Type 1.

On the first day of each challenge,

PROJECTED
RANKING

NOVEMBER

MOST RECENT

ADVANCED

13%

29%

48%

PROFICIENT

72%

70%

20%

10%

BASIC

8%

0%

3%

1%

BELOW BASIC

7%

1%

